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“Mechanically Speaking” 

A trip article by Herbert Simpfendorfer 2001 

Trip summary: 

Walla Walla (near Albury) - Sydney - Brisbane - Rockhampton - Mt Isa - Darwin - Broome 
(half way) - Newman - Perth - Nullarbor Plain - Pt Augusta - Renmark - Walla Walla. 13695 
km in 35 days in the months of April and May 2001.  

This was the trip done in a Mark 1 Austin 1800 manual. Speed was usually 85 - 90 km/hr as I 
was not in a hurry, and I wanted the minimize the chance of car problems. The car was not 
specially prepared for the trip. It was going well, so was deemed to be ready. Odometer read 
97,000 miles at start of journey. I bought the car ten years ago, with the odometer reading 
95.000 miles. 

Highest daily mileage during the trip was 750 km, lowest was 160 km, not counting three 
days when car was immobilized. 

I travelled alone, have some mechanical experience, but am not a mechanic. I had no weight 
or space problem, but still took only what seemed useful or necessary. 

In this article, I will discuss only mechanical matters, which would be of most interest to 
Landcrab owners. In summary, it was a trip was unforgettable and most enjoyable.  

Preparations: 

Preparations started rather low key about six months ago, usually on Saturdays when I had a 
bit of spare time. Much of this preparation was getting the car in good order, getting it 
registered, and putting into it what seemed necessary for 14000 km of often desolate 
travelling. I did all of the mechanical preparations myself. I also wanted to stay close to total 
expense of $50 average per day including fuel once the trip started. 

Extra instruments fitted before start of trip: 



Oil pressure gauge, additional temperature gauge with sender where the block tap is, clock, 
inside and outside digital air temperature gauges, tachometer, vacuum gauge, voltmeter 
connected to battery terminals, ammeter. All of these except the digital gauges were retrieved 
from wrecks or cheap from Swap Meets. I also have a blinking green LED that blinks when 
the radiator is full of coolant. It is behind the steering wheel spoke, so is not normally seen. 
Of all of these, the instruments I looked at most often, in order, were the two temperature 
gauges, the vacuum gauge, the speedo and the oil pressure gauge. Knowing the outside air 
temperature was very interesting and beneficial in the north on hot days. The tacho could 
have stayed at home. When you get to know your vehicle, you know what the engine revs are 
before you look at the tacho. The voltmeter must be the undamped type, otherwise (for 
example) you do not know the voltage of the battery when the starter motor is engaged. 

Here is the list of spare parts and tools that went along, with comments: 

The usual spare wheel, wheel wrench and jack. I had to take wheels off at various times, so 
these were used. The spare wheel on top of the tyre I had off was used as a safety block under 
the car when I had to do work underneath. 

Spare tube, bead breaker. Not used. No punctures or flat tyres on the whole trip. 

Complete distributor, water pump, fuel pump, set of radiator hoses, fan belt, various plastic 
tubes, starter motor, drive shaft, alternator . None of these were used, but I was glad to have 
them aboard in case something went wrong. 

Spare battery and small 4 A charger. I have heard of batteries exploding, so did not want to 
be stuck if this happened. I have recently fitted a Calcium battery in the car and did not know 
how reliable they are. I used the spare battery twice to start up in the morning after I used my 
halogen 4A interior light for a long time the evening before. I charged the spare battery twice 
during the trip. 

Small bottle jack, length of electrical wire, length of thin clothes line. All used. 

Tyre pump and tyre gauge. Pump was used only for freeing the piston and cup of the 
suspension pump. 

Suspension pump and suspension fluid. Used. See below. 

Two rear engine mounts. One used, see below. 

I also took along a used head gasket from an old engine. Not used, but I would have tried it if 
I had blown a head gasket in the outback and hoped it would hold for a while. 

Various tube of Silastic, with gun, and gasket cement. All used. 

Some would say that many of these should not be taken on a trip, but I wanted to be prepared 
for all but the most unusual problem. Also, it gives you a good feeling to know that you have 
a lot of parts aboard. I felt very very vulnerable in the lonely stretches in the north. As it 
turned out, a spare head and tension wrench would have been handy! 

Tools:  



Set of SAE sockets, extension and ratchet. ½, 9/16 and 11/16 used. 

Screwdrivers, feeler gauges, multigrip, vicegrip pliers, tinsnips, ½ and 9/16 ring and open 
ended spanners, compression gauge, timing light, hack saw. All used. 

Spare fuses. Not used. The one fuse I needed I did not have: 2A for the CD player. I bought 
four at Derby. 

Large adjustable spanner. Not used. 

Long screwdriver for water hose clamps. Used. 

Small thick tarp for putting on the ground. Indispensable. Used every day to cover bare 
ground or prickly grass when in either fix up or camping mode. 

Good pair of scissors. Absolutely indispensable. I used them every day at least once. 

Another indispensable item was my little organizer which had a function that converted km to 
miles and vice versa. (The Mark 1 odometer is in miles) 

Forgot to take spare globes. I blew a two filament globe, replaced it with one I found in a 
wreck west of Kununurra.  

As I like to do mechanical work on the Austin, I was very happy when something needed to 
be done, and it was comforting to know that I had the knowledge and equipment to keep the 
car going. 

Problems at start of trip:  

As I left, I knew I had some faults in the car: The brake pedal sometimes went nearly to the 
floor the first time when used, but was always good from then on. There seemed to be too 
much noise coming from the transmission. I was concerned about the clutch or thrust bearing 
failing, as I had not had a look at these, and it seems they often fail at about 100,000 miles. 
There was a small clunk somewhere in the front end when taking off, but not heard at any 
other time. 

What happened to these: 

The brake pedal problem did not go away or get worse. 

Both clutch and brake hydraulic fluid leaked somewhere, and I just kept topping up the 
fluids.  

I had a very good listen to the noise from the transmission at Brisbane before heading into the 
remote areas, but the noise did not seem to be any worse, so kept going. The noise is still the 
same today after the trip is over. 

There is still a clunk at the front end now. It did not get worse. I will find the cause sometime. 

 



New problems that developed: 

Soon after leaving home, the oil pressure warning light came on at unusual times. This could 
mean all sorts of things, but the oil pressure gauge showed no loss of pressure when the light 
came on. I was a bit worried about this one, but found the problem at Brisbane. The sender 
unit wire was shorting on the nearby coil when the engine rotated a bit. I soon moved the coil 
away a tad. Problem solved. 

For the next 3400 miules, I had no problems. Rockhampton, Longreach, Mt Isa, Three Way, 
Darwin, Kununurra. Life is a Breeze! Then....... 

At Broome, which was exactly the half way point, I had four problems as I pulled up in the 
caravan park: bad miss in the engine, car down on the left as I had busted a displacer unit 
during the day, right indicator not working properly, and CD not working. I went to bed 
wondering how to handle these, as I was completely on my own, with no friends within two 
thousand miles of Broome. Next morning, I soon found the reason for the miss (one spark 
plug was fouled up), the CD problem was due to a blown fuse, easily fixed, one indicator 
light was blown, so I fitted one I found in a roadside wreck the day before. That left the bad 
lean, and I went to the local rubbish dump to fix that. See below. Soon after noon, I was 
sailing along again highly confident of putting many miles on the speedo that day. 

As I came into Perth, a thousand odd miles later, there was again a bad miss in the engine. I 
kept going slowly until I reached my brother’s place, where I was expected. I parked in his 
back yard, and prepared for action. Tarp on ground in front of car, tool box out, bonnet up. 
The compression gauge read zero on No 2, so I had to take the head off. That did not take 
long, as I had all the right tools. The No 2 exhaust valve had a bit missing. Cylinder not 
scored, fortunately. Phone calls. One nearby Head Reconditioning Firm could do the job in 
one day. I took the head to them, and a day later, it was planed, cleaned, painted, three new 
guides fitted, new exhaust valve fitted, all valves ground, of course. It looked brand new. The 
firm also supplied a top gasket set. Nice service by Hi Tech Cylinder Heads in Malaga. Total 
$361.70. I was very happy to pay this amount to get going again! The firm kindly loaned me 
a tension wrench for a day at no extra cost. Mine was 5000 km away at home, and it was the 
only tool I had to borrow on the whole trip. No more problems with the engine after Perth. 
The valve problem may have been partly caused by the very hot conditions in the north of 
Australia. I was also amazed how much carbon was on the head and pistons.  

The temp gauge went a bit past its normal spot, and when I thought it was going too high, I 
turned the heater on full bore, and slowed down. That did the trick every time. Since I had not 
had the head off before the trip, I did not know of any problems there, but a compression test 
at the start of the trip had showed extra good readings 

From Perth to my home at Walla Walla, I had no car problems at all. But I did notice some 
scrubbing of one front tyre. I had no way of checking toe in until I got home, so kept going. 

Fuel and Oil: I used leaded, or LRP or Super except for one place where I added unleaded to 
a half full tank, because they had run out of leaded. Best fuel consumption was 13 km / L. 
Price went up to 139 c / L in isolated spots. In some places, you have to pay before you get 
petrol. The high prices are an incentive to travel as economically as possible I changed oil 
once, at Mt Isa, in the caravan park. I was in a remote corner of the park, so felt confident that 



it was OK. The engine used very little oil, and I could often travel two days, well over 1000 
km, before adding some. 

The Suspension Problem 

Just south of Halls Creek, miles from anywhere, on a very hot afternoon, there was a small 
bang, and the left side went down. I knew what had happened. Suspension fluid lost, 
probably a burst displacer unit or hose. I kept going to a shady spot, and found fluid under the 
rear cradle. I had no spare displacer unit on board, and it was extremely unlikely that I could 
buy one anywhere on the trip. Maybe my wife could send me one. I thought and thought. I 
tried rubber blocks made up of bits of discarded truck tyre treads (they are left on the road by 
trucks for this very purpose), joined with silicone, but the blocks just kept slipping out. 

As I came into Derby, I had an idea. Why not block off the suspension system at the back 
end, and pump up the front displacer unit. I have never heard of this being done, but I 
reasoned that it should work. I had fluid and a pump with me. This repair and making a new 
block for the back wheel would take a few hours, and it is not appropriate to do such repairs 
on a street or in a caravan park or on the roadside, so I asked where the local rubbish dump 
was. I went there, picked a nice spot, and was able to work without interference. To block off 
the back of the suspension system, I cut the hose at the displacer unit, bent the hose back onto 
itself, and held it there with a vicegrip pliers. Until I worked out a better way of doing it with 
two bits of flat metal and bolts and nuts, I was very careful not to go over very high bumps in 
parking areas! I knew now that the displacer unit had burst, not the hose. I then pumped up 
the system to make the front the right height. I fitted another improved rubber block at the 
back but it slipped out again before the day was done. The back continued to be a problem 
until I got to Port Hedland, where I had another brainwave. I had already replaced an engine 
mount, as one was getting a bit tired, and the engine was hitting the sump guard from time to 
time. I thought of this tired mount, and thought it was about the right size to fit into the gap 
above the rear wheel next to the bump stop. This should bring the back of the car up to about 
the right height and also act a bit like a spring. I jacked up the back right there in the caravan 
park, lowered the cradle, and had a look at the space. Yes, it looked like it would fit in if a 
few protruding bits are cut off with a hack saw. A few fittings later, it went in, the cradle was 
bolted on again, the wheel put on, the car lowered, and to my great joy, the body was at the 
right height. It worked, at least while the car was stationary. I had to do all this 
surreptitiously, working with as few tools visible as possible, and as quickly as possible, as I 
had a site pretty well in the middle of the caravan park. That engine mount spring stayed 
there for the rest of the trip. I tied some thin rope around it to hold it tight, but that was 
probably unnecessary. The ride for the rest of the trip was surprisingly good, but a bit stiffer 
than usual! There was also the odd clunk from the back when the car went over a sudden drop 
in the road, but this occurred very rarely, as National Highway No 1 is nearly always as 
smooth as a billiard table. Total cost of repair: Nil 

. 

In hindsight, one factor that played a part in blowing the displacer unit could have been that 
the system was not properly evacuated. This meant that there was some air in the bags and 
hoses. In the heat of the north, the air would expand much more than fluid on a hot day, 
causing a big build up of pressure in the system. I should have noticed the rising of the body 
in these very hot conditions and then lowered the pressure..  



Meeting up with Ken Lyle. 

While I was on the trip, I was interested in meeting up with fellow Austin 1800 owners, and 
so rang up the Perth members of the Landcrab Club when I arrived there. That brought me to 
the workshop of Ken Lyle, which must be the mecca for Austin 1800 owners in W.A. What a 
pleasure that was for me! Ken restores Austin 1800s, and knows all about them. He would 
have gladly sold me a displacer unit, or let me borrow one, but I continued to use my engine 
mount method which was quite satisfactory. I had plenty of bags at home. Seeing all the 
Austins in Ken’s yard was one of the most memorable moments in my trip. These are the 
only Landcrabs, apart from my own, I saw in 14000 km of travel around Australia.  

Incidentally, a lot of people came up to my car and had a good look at it, and said something 
nice. Obviously, there are very few 1800s in the outback these days. Also, there were many 
waves from fellow travelers on the road, but it is customary to wave to others in the outback 
anyway, so I did not know if the waves were for the Austin or for me. I am quite sure that I 
had the oldest vehicle on the road. Most people were in big fancy new 4WDs with big 
aluminium bumpers in front, and towing a huge caravan at the back. Quite often there was an 
upside down boat on the top somewhere. 

Postscript: Now back at home for a week, I have fitted a displacer unit at the back, 
connected it, pumped everything up again, checked wheel alignment (it was out quite a bit for 
some unknown reason) and the car and I are nearly ready for another trip. The hydraulic fluid 
leaks were due to rusty scored walls in the bores of the master cylinders. I will try synthetic 
fluid for a while to see it is is OK. This should eliminate the rust. 

I would like to hear comments on the build up of carbon on the head. There should be a way 
of minimising this, as new vehicles have almost no carbon build, up, so I’ve been told. 

I will certainly do the trip again, maybe in one year’s time, and probably in the same car. The 
few problems that I had actually added to the enjoyment of the trip, as I like a challenge. The 
1800 was an excellent choice for a fascinating, unforgettable, challenging, comfortable and 
relaxing drive right around Australia. 

 

Herb Simpfendorfer 
 


